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ABSTRACT
The propagation of nosocomial infections is a phenomenon
widely studied in the medical field due to serious compli-
cations to the patients. The control of propagation of this
infection is a big challenge to healthcare services. Our work
focus on study the propagation of nosocomial infection in
emergency departments from the point of view of physical
contact among the patients, health care staff and environ-
ment. We developed an Agent Based Modeling simulator
that allow us to create virtual scenarios in order to under-
stand the propagation of nosocomial infection.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nosocomial infection (NI) is a kind of infection that is

caused by microorganisms acquired inside a health care en-
vironment. The NI represents serious complications to the
patients. It is responsible for longer hospital stays, expen-
sive treatments and increased morbidity and mortality [5].
This work focused on a specific bacterium, the Methicillin-
Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA), because it is one
of the most common and dangerous microorganisms in health-
care environments. This bacterium is very dangerous be-
cause it is able to live on the skin or mucosa of people with
no visible signs of its presence, that mean those people are
colonized. When the people show symthoms of MRSA in-
fection these people are called infected. In order to stop
MRSA transmission, some infection control measures are
implement, as, hand wash, use of hand sanitizer (hand dis-
infection), use of isolation material and environmental dis-
infection. However, measure the impact of these actions in
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MRSA transmission rates is not easy.
In this research, we applied an Agent Based Modeling and
Simulation (ABMS) approach to build the model and the
simulator of propagation of MRSA in Emergency Depart-
ments (ED) through the physical contact between patients,
healthcare staff and the environment objects and equipment.
The simulator allows us to build virtual scenarios in order
to understand the phenomenon of the propagation and the
potential impact of the implementation of some infection
control measures. This information could contribute to con-
trol the MRSA propagation and avoid that the emergency
department becomes in a multiplier of nosocomial infection.

2. RELATED WORKS
Propagation of NI has already been studied using simula-

tion techniques and take into account different factors. In
Millazo et al. [8], an individual-based and stochastic ap-
proach is apply to investigate MRSA outbreaks in a hospi-
tal ward. The transmission of MRSA bacteria is based only
on transmission from patient to patient via healthcare staff.
The healthcare staff may become only transiently colonized.
The model does not take into account the indirect transmis-
sion from patient to patient via environmental surfaces. The
model proposed by Meng et al. [7] is a propagation model in
a single hospital ward divided into bays, with some isolation
rooms. This model takes into account the susceptibility of
the patient to colonization and It assumes that a susceptible
patient may acquire MRSA due to the presence of colonized
patients in the vicinity, regardless of the mode of trans-
mission. In Barnes et al. [1], a dynamic patient network
model is defined through ABMS techniques. The environ-
ment is a hospital unit. They explicitly define only patients
as agents. Two healthcare staff types are defined, nurses
and doctors but they are not modeled as agents, they are
implicit through the transmission mechanism. A parameter
called virulence defines the probability of an infected agent
transmitting the microorganism to a susceptible agent.

The ABMS model we introduce includes two kind of trans-
mission, direct and indirect transmission. Direct transmis-
sion is the transmission among two active agents (patients -
healthcare staff), and indirect transmission is the transmis-
sion, among two active agents, but through environmental
objects. The healthcare staff includes doctors, triage nurses,
clinical nurses, auxiliary personnel and clean staff. The en-
vironment of our simulation is the ED. The complete care
process that a patient follows inside an ED is represented in
the simulation.



3. CONCEPTUAL MODEL
The model carried out with the collaboration of healthcare

staff of ED of Hospital Universitary Parc Tauĺı of Sabadell.
We created the propagation model of MRSA based on the
model of an ED developed in a previous research of our
research group[6]. In our transmission model we define as
agents people and objects that are included in the attention
process: patients, healthcare staff and objects. The model
assume that patients are the principal source of MRSA.
Therefore, every patient who arrives to ED has a proba-
bility to be an MRSA patient, colonized or infected with
MRSA. Additionally the patient could have a predisposi-
tion to acquire MRSA. Then, for the initial configuration of
patients, the model assumes that a percentage of patients
who arrive are MRSA patients (colonized or infected) and a
percentage of patients are patients who has some predisposi-
tion to acquired the bacterium(patients with open wounds,
catheters, immunosuppressive diseases). To model MRSA
transmission the infectious status of patient can be: suscep-
tible, colonized or infected. The healthcare staff include the
definition of: doctors, triage nurses, clinical nurses, auxil-
iary personnel and clean staff. To model the transmission
process each member of healthcare staff has an infectious
status, it can be: temporarily colonized, colonized and sus-
ceptible. At the begining of simulation, the model assume
that each healthcare staff member is a susceptible agent. A
member of the healthcare staff could be a temporarily col-
onized when they acquire MRSA temporarily as a result of
interaction with an MRSA patient, if healthcare staff agent
complies with some infection control measures the bacteria
could be eliminated and the healthcare staff agent will re-
turn to susceptible status. The infection control measures
that implement our model are: hand wash, hand disinfec-
tion (use of hand sanitizer), use of isolation material and
environmental disinfection. Passive agents are every object
and equipment of the medical environment. Applying the
principle of abstraction [4], we defined a single passive agent,
called carebox. To model the transmission of MRSA through
environmental, the infectious status of carebox could be con-
taminated or non-contaminated. We include desinfection of
carebox to stop indirect transmission. The disinfection pro-
cess of carebox is done by clean staff. Agent status can be
set based on the interaction of the agent with other agents
or with the environment. In each interaction the posibil-
ity to MRSA transmission is evaluated. At the end of the
simulation we can obtain the percentage of patients who ac-
quired MRSA as a result of a transmission event during the
attention process. To calibrate and validate the model we
used the data available in a medical research published on[9].
This research gives us much of the information needed to
execute this process. Other information was obtained from
other researches [3] [10] and expert opinion.

4. MRSA SIMULATOR: RESULTS
All experiments were executed parallel on 10-node cluster

with 8 cores for each node. For each configuration was done
200 repetitions. The right number of repetitions are defined
based on statistical methods applying for non terminated
system [2]. The conceptual model was implemented in a
Netlogo environment 5.1.0.

4.1 Study Case
To this example we use the information of [9]. This re-

search divided the patients population in two groups. The
intervention group and the control group. We called these
groups Case A and Case B respectively. The different among
them is the method that apply in order to quantify the num-
ber of patients who are MRSA carrier in the admission time.
After the attention process in each ward, the researches
quantifies the proportion of patients who acquired MRSA
in order to identify the group with less propagation. The
value obtained for the percentage of patients who acquired
NI was 3.2% in both cases.

Table 1: Definitions of parameters used in the simu-
lations.

Parameters Definition
MRSA-p (%) Percentage of patients who arrive to ED as colonized or infected with MRSA.
Predisp-p (%) Percentage of patients who arrive to ED with some predisposition to acquire a NI.
HW-Probab. (%) Probability that sanitary staff member has to wash his/her hands.
HW-Effec. (%) Effectiveness of hand wash of sanitary staff member.
IsoMat-Probab. (%) Probability that sanitary staff member uses isolation material.
IsoMat-Effec. (%) Effectiveness of use of isolation material.
CleanCb-Probab. (%) Probability to clean carebox.
CleanCb-Effectiv. (%) Effectiveness of cleaning carebox.
Total MRSA-p Total number of patients colonized or infected with MRSA to arrive.
Total Suscep-p Total number of susceptible patients to arrive.
Total-P Total number of patients to arrive.
P-NI (%) Percentage of susceptible patients who acquired MRSA.

The meaning of the nomenclature used is summarized in
Table 1. In our example, we use as input parameters, data
that provides in Case B. The values for input parameters
are summarize in Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 2: Input values for parameters about sanitary
staff and environment configuration.

Description of Sanitary Staff Configuration Value(unid.)
Admission Personnel 1
Triaje Nurse 1
Senior Clinical Nurse Zone A 1
Senior Clinical Nurse Zone B 1
Senior Doctor Zone A 1
Senior Doctor Zone B 1
Clean Staff 1
Auxiliary Personnel 2
Parameters to description of environment Value(unid.)
Carebox 10
Internal test room 1
Laboratory test room 1
External test room 2
Ambulance 1
Maxime number of patient area B 10

Table 3: Input values for parameters about MRSA
transmission.

Patients features Percentage (%)
MRSA-p 40
Predisp-p 12
Accomplishment factor to infection control measures Percentage (%)
HW-Probab. 63
HW-Effec. 100
IsoMat-Probab. 77
IsoMat-Effec. 90
CleanCb-Probab. 80
CleanCb-Effectiv. 80

With this initial values we create a first scenario in which
we assume that the effectiveness of hand wash is 100%. The
expected value for the percentage of patients who acquired
NI will be equal or less than 4%. Then, we evaluate what
will happen in this environment if the sanitary staff washes
their hands with the same accomplishment but no with the
same effectiveness. To analyze this hypothetical situation



we created other simulation scenarios. In each one of these,
it is assumed that the effectiveness of hand wash decreases
in 10%. In total 11 scenarios were simulated. Table 4 shows
each scenery and the values for each variable. In Figure 1
you can see a graphic representation of results obtained.

Figure 1: Patients who acquired NI.

Table 4: Percentages of patients who acquired NI
for Case B if we decrees the hand wash effectiveness
parameter.

Simulated Scenarios
Parameters 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Input values for configuration Parameters
MRSA-p (%) 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
Predisp-p (%) 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
HW-Probab. (%) 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63
HW-Effec. (%) 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0
IsoMat-Probab. (%) 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77
IsoMat-Effec. (%) 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90
CleanCb-Probab. (%) 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80
CleanCb-Effectiv. (%) 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80

Output Values
Total MRSA-p 332 331 330 329 330 327 332 333 332 335 329
Total Suscep-p 2434 2435 2436 2437 2436 2439 2434 2433 2434 2431 2437
Total-P 2766 2766 2766 2766 2766 2766 2766 2766 2766 2766 2766
P-NI (%) 3.02 2.87 3.36 3.7 3.89 4.89 5.69 7.59 10.19 17.74 44.83

As it can be seen in each scenario, while the effectiveness of
hand wash is lower, the percentage of patients who acquired
NI increased. This result is not surprising, but the most im-
portant data we can see is the trend of the curve displayed.
According to data obtained, when hand wash effectiveness
is equal to 60%, we have an important break point. In this
point we have a sudden increase in the percentage of pa-
tients who acquire a NI. We can assume then, that is very
important, in this environment, with this characteristics, to
ensure that the effectiveness of hand wash does not fall be-
low 60% if we are to avoid a percentage of NI more than 4%
of all susceptible patients .

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We developed a model and simulator of MRSA using ABMS

approach. Our simulator is highly configurable and takes
into account several details that have influence in the prop-
agation phenomena, such as the quantity and quality of pre-
ventive control measures that healthcare staff apply. The
simulator allows us to build virtual scenarios in order to
understand the phenomenon of the propagation. MRSA-
Simulator allow us a trend analysis and predict the conse-
quences of hypothetical situations without any risk to the
patients. The principal advantage of MRSA-Simulator is
that we can created several virtual environment with specific
features in order to study the phenomenon of MRSA propa-
gation. As future work we plan to include in the model the

possibility to simulate the effect of performs clinical test to
the patients in order to identified which patients are MRSA
carrier at the admission time.
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